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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2334-Since killing Blue last time, the story of 
David saving Star Kingdom had spread. 

The Iridescent Sect had become a sacred place in Star Kingdom. 

The small courtyard where David lived in seclusion was considered the most 
sacred place among the sacred places. 

Countless people wanted to visit it. 

However, to avoid affecting David, Nova had set this place as a forbidden 
area such that no one was allowed to approach. Even the disciples who guard 
the gate had been dismissed. 

After leaving the small courtyard, David used his Divine Power to confirm 
Nova’s location. Then, he went straight to her. 

After chatting with Nova for a while, he learned that Star Kingdom was fine, 
but two people were waiting for David in the sect. 

One was Amadi, the younger head of Star Mansion. 

The time he had known David was second only to Celeste among all the 
people in Star Kingdom. i 

In the beginning, Amadi and Celeste went out to perform tasks together. They 
went to level 3 civilization, the Milky Way, met David, and brought David back 
to Star Kingdom. 

At that time, Amadi wanted to recruit David into Star Mansion. 

Unfortunately, a series of things happened later that caught Amadi by 
surprise. 

Now, David had become the savior of Star Kingdom, a superpower beyond 
Saint Realm. 

It was simply unbelievable. 

Amadi lamented more than once. 



If Amadi recruited David into Star Manion the moment he came to Star 
Kingdom, wouldn’t Star Mansion be the sacred place of Star Kingdom now? 

How would the Iridescent Sect get a chance to rise to this level? 

Of course, the seniors of Star Mansion were extremely remorseful. 

The first time Amadi returned to Star Mansion from the Milky Way, he told 
them about David. 

He wanted to promise David some gratuity so he could recruit him. 

However, no one paid attention to him. 

Star Mansion’s seniors all felt that David was just a kid from a level 3 
civilization. So, even if he had some talent, it would not be enough for Star 
Mansion to take the initiative to recruit him. 

If David went to them, they would reluctantly accept. 

If David did not, then forget it. 

Later, David soared into success. 

Gradually, he made the seniors of Star Mansion experience what it was like to 
feel remorse. 

How would they expect a kid from a level 3 civilization to rise all the way and 
grow to this point? 

The other one was Alba, the current first-in-line heir of the Fellowes family and 
the future head of the Fellowes family. 

She broke the rules of the Fellowes family. As a woman, she was about to 
take over the Fellowes family and become the head of the Fellowes family. 

However, anyone with a discerning eye knew that all this was for David’s 
sake. 

The grandmasters and seniors of the Fellowes family were not fools either. 

With the relationship between Alba and David, they naturally wanted to use it 
to gain more benefits for the Fellowes family. 



David followed Nova to the VIP area of the Iridescent Sect and went to meet 
Amadi first. 

David had a good impression of the younger head of the Star Mansion. 

When they left the Milky Way, they joined forces to fight against dozens of 
Eternals from the Beast Galaxy. 

As soon as he saw David, Amadi got up quickly and came to David. Then, he 
put his hands together, bowed, and said politely, “Amadi from Star Mansion is 
greeting you, Master David!” 

“Amadi, we are friends who once fought side by side, so there is no need to 
be so polite!” David smiled. 

When Amadi heard David calling himself by name, he immediately became 
terrified. 

“Oh no! No way! This is absolutely not allowed! How can I be your friend? I 
will be scolded to death if word of this gets out!” 

Seeing Amadi’s appearance, David frowned. However, he was relieved and 
recovered soon. 

This was not the first time he had seen this situation. So, he joked, “Amadi! If 
you keep talking like that, 111 turn around and leave.” 

 


